### DONATIONS RECEIVED
January – March 2018

Every donation assists the Hawaii Island Humane Society in fulfilling its mission. Donations of $100 and more are listed here.

#### ANIMAL COMMUNITY CENTER CAPITAL CAMPAIGN

- **$50,000**
  - Strategic Staffing Solutions
- **$2,500 – $10,000**
  - Charles & Diane Bundrant
  - Julie Wrigley
  - Rob & Barbara Kildow
  - Ron & Lisa Martin
  - Scott Dodd & Eric von Platen Luder
  - Tom Blackburn & Kate Bell
  - Jimmie & Windi Robinson
- **$2,000 – $2,500**
  - Anonymous Donation (1)
- **$1,000**
  - Carla & Fernando Alvarado
  - David & Doreen Keyes
  - Dr. Monica Scheel
  - Jacqueline Hamilton
  - Jeffrey Falk
  - John & Vicky Swift
  - Kawika & Cindy Ruddle
  - Laurie & Mike Kozlak
  - Mike Hirner & Vic Narurkar
  - Pam Krug
  - Steve & Jenni Lee
  - Sue Painter
  - Svetlana McMahon

#### $100-$500

- Adam Atwood
- Amy Loratta
- Brandon & Shani Armbruster
- Casey Mauck
- Chuck & Colleen Taylor
- Cindy Nishimura
- David Wilson
- Derek Daigrepont
- Dick Miller
- Dr. Jacob & Jolene Head
- Eric Dingler
- Eve Bernstein
- Gary Correia
- James & Lynn McManus
- James Guggenheimer
- Jean Mandel
- Jim McMannis
- Jock Agorastos
- John Roth & David McCollough
- Jose & Kim Archuleta
- Ryan & Kacey Coyle
- Karen Miller
- Karen Wittesman
- Karla Cook
- Kelly Shaw
- Ken & Jaci Sowden
- Kim Beyer
- Kim Driggs & Janet Schwartz
- Linda Hussey
- Linda Zabolski
- Lloyd & Alison Leong
- Mike & Rhonda Pollard
- Mike Nazin
- Newton & Roberta Chu
- Michael & Paola Pagan
- Patricia Carr
- Patricia Glowacz
- Patti Kam
- Raymond Ramusack
- Rob Reinhart
- Robin Woodley, DVM
- Scott Carhart
- Thomas Lmeer
- Tim Pajimola
- Kai & Nina Rediske

#### $500-$999

- Anonymous Donation (1)
- Alisha Holland
- Chad & Leilani Karasaki
- Coy Stout
- Dennis & Sneh Camblin
- Diamond Rich Ventures
- Duane & Judith Mendoza
- Erika Fluyt
- Falon McGahan
- Herb Aston
- Jamie Stoner
- Jennifer Real
- John & Diane Splavec
- Kaleigh Krantz
- Mary Giannini
- Peter & Diane Yee
- Richard & Karen Sherman
- Richard Schmitz
- Robert Schweissinger
- Sheryl Allbert & Carolyn Huson
- Starr Todd
- Thomas Lalakea
- Wayne Umlauf
- William & May Borthwick

#### $250-$499

- Anonymous Donation (4)
- Alisha Holland
- Chad & Leilani Karasaki
- Coy Stout
- Dennis & Sneh Camblin
- Diamond Rich Ventures
- Duane & Judith Mendoza
- Erika Fluyt
- Falon McGahan
- Herb Aston
- Jamie Stoner
- Jennifer Real
- John & Diane Splavec
- Kaleigh Krantz
- Mary Giannini
- Peter & Diane Yee
- Richard & Karen Sherman
- Richard Schmitz
- Robert Schweissinger
- Sheryl Allbert & Carolyn Huson
- Starr Todd
- Thomas Lalakea
- Wayne Umlauf
- William & May Borthwick

#### $2,000-$4,999

- AGL Foundation
- Bank of Hawaii
- Hawaii Water Service
- Keauhou Veterinary Hospital
- Kona Veterinary Service
- Mauna Lani Sea Adventures
- Petfinder Foundation
- Ron & Linda Borgman

#### $1,000-$1,999

- Alii Katharina Kaups
- Alii Veterinary Hospital LLP
- Daniel S Peters, Atty at Law
- Despins General Construction Inc
- Elanco
- Elite Pacific Properties
- Gilliland Family Fund
- Hawaii Trust & Estate Counsel
- John Holiday
- Kristen McCardel Ware
- Laurie & Mike Kozlak
- Luann Finlayson
- Michelle Sakoman
- Renee T. Tomono
- Wendy & Douglas Eisenberg

#### $500-$999

- Anonymous Donation (1)
- Alice Guild
- Allison & Lloyd Segan
- Anne Christian
- Avatar Marketing, Inc.
- Beth Robinson
- Bill & Shannon Cook
- Carol Doty
- Christopher & Betsy Larson
- Coy Stout
Anonymous Donation (21)
Adrienne Eisele
Alan Ross
Albert & Lorna Jeyte
Alicia Brady
Allan Yasue
Alton & Susan Kuioka
Amy Dunn
Andrew & Donna Feldmann
Angela Bryant
Ann K. & Cliff W. Madawi
Anne Hagar
Anne Young
Annette Tryon-Crozier
Annie Millar
Antril & Monica Suydam
Barbara Sterne
Ben Kimura
Bill Braddock
Bradley Kelly
Brian Bradley
Carole Zero
Carolyn & John Thomas
Celeste Zwerenz
Charles Vollmar
Chris & Kendra Ignacio
Cindy Cohn
Cindy Tran
Clare Libraro
Clarence & Beverly Liberato
Clay & Janice Jackson
Clyde Morgan
Constance Maloney
Cynthia Gillette-Wenner
David & Ann Scanlon
David Robinson
Daylynn Kyles
Dennis Riordan
Devorra Henderson
Dina Strittmatter
Don Etes
Don Murphy
Dorothy Chicaderis
Earllyn & Michael Ebbert
Edward Chun
Edwin & Sandra Coit
Ellen LaPenna
Eve Bernstein
Evelyn & Peter Callahan
Fay Wong
Frances Toyama
Gaila Vidunas
Gary & Dawn Ross
Gary Leveque
Georgia Rush
Glocio Castillo
H.W. Chillingworth
Harlan & Kaeilahloa Cadinha
Jake & Jackie Jacobs
James & Valerie Biven
James Greenwell
James Terhune
Jana Kaholoa’a
Janet Wilson
Jay Uyeda
Jennifer Grieco
Jenny Johansen
Jessica Buckles
Jim & Judy Bennett
Jim & Melva Albone
Joan Channon
John & Mary Brogan
John & Susan Bustard
John Cochran
Johnalynn Freitas
Dr. Jacob & Jolene Head
Dr. Kelly Shaw
Karen Eung
Karin Dougherty
Kasem Nithipatikom
Kawamata Farms
Keith Finkbonner
Kelsea Garlich
Ken Sakurai
Kenneth & Karen Waters
Ken’s House Of Pancakes
Kevin & Mary Baker
L. Davis
Lauren & Bradley Greider
Lauren Wright
Leilani Adams-Maguire
Linda Benanua
Linda Bollinger
Lotus Golden
Louis & Sally Sheward
Macolm & Audrey Ing
Margaret Armstrong
Marjorie Grune
Mark & Shannon Maloney
Marnie Holden
Mary Collins
Max & Elaine Onichak
Michael & Janna Dorsey
Michael & Leslie Saviage
Michael & Linda Horikawa
Myrna & Bruce Morrison
Nancy Parsons
Manette Bishop
Naomi Hayakawa
Nyle Chinen
Pamela Cushnie
Pamela McKenna
Petco Foundation
Peter & Karen Ehrman
R.W. Brant
Randall & Penelope Sorensen
Randall & Susan Roth
Randy & Christina Skaggs
Rebecca Miller
Reef Culture Technologies LLC
Richard Bakker
Richard Nakayama
Robert & Janice Strecke
Robyn Rayburn
Rome & Jodean Dela Cruz
Sam & Lisa Savinovich
Sammy Hastings
Sandra Allen
Schwab Charitable
Scott & Joey Martin
Scott Spencer
Selen Ustun
Senthil Kumar
Sharan Torkildson
Sharon Botkin
Sharon Crockett
Shea & Lee Cochran
Sherry Gannaway
Sheryl & David Cobb
Sissy Sosner
Skip & Ilze Sims
Steven Eggleston
Sue Thacker Trustee
Susan Grant
Tom & Gunilla Follett
Vince & Patricia Carr
Virginia Zimmerman
Vivian Haentjens
Walter & Sylvia Mahoney
Wanda Chillingworth
Warren & Sharon Higuchi
Whit & Nelson Hairson
Whitney Harvey
Wilfred & Florece Nishioka

Adopted!
In Honor of People

Christie Chrysler
by Shea & Lee Cochran

Christina Heliker
by Scott Rowland

Corin Kim
by Donna Shimizu

Deidre Britt
by Marine Holden

Eric von Platen Ludor
by Scott Carhart, Steven Eggleston, & Richard Schmitz

Hardy Speer
by Francis & Susy Ruddle

Jack Arrillaga
by Justine Arrillaga, Cindy Cohn, Wendy & Douglas Eisenberg, Clare Librano, & Joan & Sheldon Steier

Jessica & Julie Kemper
by Larry & Sandra Shelton

Jolene and Jacob Head
by Eve Bernstein

Jonathan Kiger
by Erika Hamlin

Kacey Coyle
by Jared Spears

Linda K Whitney
by Tracy Jenkins

Mike Hirner & Vic Narukar
by Evelyn & Peter Callahan, Scott Dodd, David & Margaret Kearns, & Michael Sack

Rebecca Salo
by Michael Ferrett

Robert Rice
by Daniel Rice

Sammy Rouselle
by Scott Spencer

Scott Schweissinger & Rebecca Roy
by Robert Schweissinger

Susannah Welch & Joel Brunger
by Gay Welch

Terre Hawkins
by Jenny Johansen

In Honor of Pets

All My Furry Babies
by Nanette Bishop

Braveheart McQuick
by Elizabeth Novak

Fisher D Atwood
by Adam Atwood

Kaia
by Robert & Erin Stokey

Luci & Angel
by Donna Shimizu

Mavis
by Scott Dodd

Mike
by Robert & Janice Strecker

Moose
by Carol Doty

My 4 Dogs
by Mary Coleman

Pearl
by Maria Alonso, Charlene Amon, Jill Baffone, Jennifer Burns, Angela Cierzniewski, A Lugo, Stacy Rosales, & Surojini Winterton

Pearl, Pebbly, Pete, & Penny, & their Awesome Parents
by Kimberly Godwin

Pike
by Jolene & Jacob Head

Snickers
by John & Diane Splavec

The Boy
by Susan Howarth

In Memory of People

Anne Kuik
by Gail Brennan, James Guggenheimer, & Annie Millar

Beverly Anderson
by Erin & Alan Dickler

Deb McGuire
by September Dunst

Dinah Yousey
by Mary Reynolds

Donna Milkovich
by Katie Milkovich

Freddy Rice
by Francis & Susy Ruddle

Grace & Ray Giannini
by Mary Giannini

Jeff Sanders
by Michele Sanders

Katie Maloney
by Ellen LaPenna

Margaret Orsini
by Les Orsini

Marjorie S. Wilson
by Janet Wilson

Mickey Shunick
by David & Ann Scanlon

Ron Nickel
by Judith Nickel

Ruth Whitaker
by Scott and Tracy Allen, Doug Keigwin, Scott Dodd, Donald & Sharon Haddox, Sandra Allen & Shawn Nakoa

Shelia Cleary
by Anonymous

In Memory of Pets

Agnessa
by Albert & Lorna Jeyte

Babe
by Jack & Jackie Jacobs

Bruno
by Randy & Christina Skaggs

Dulcinea the Donkey
by Romel & Jodean Dela Cruz

Fluffy
by Edwin & Sandra Coit

Frankie Blue Klaw
by The Klaw Family

Hana
by June Vallies

Hokualua
by Helen Ann Nham Shimabukuro

Honey Girl
by Scott Carhart

Jazz & Molly
by Mary Collins

Keahi, Kolors, Marlen, Jaja, Binks & Blues Clues
by Jacob Luna

Madeline
by Celeste Zwerenz

Maximum Kitten
by Charles Vollmar

Milo, Pico & Luwmi
by James & Linda Kennedy

Molly
by Anne Irene Young

Murray Holyp
by Aunt Tami & Uncle Jack

Nicky, Toby, Jenny & Kobi
by Scott & Joey Martin

Ollie Pupu & Lilly Kahua
He’o’olu’ Mokulele
by Paul Driscoll

P.C.
by Myrna Morrison

Sydney
by Garland Simon

Tavin
by Michael Bernard

Tiger
by Fay Wong & Natalie Kamigaki

Tiko
by Max & Elaine Onichak

In Loving Memory of

Mert Chillingworth